Blues Defeat Monmouth In Ragged Game

Lawrence, Wisconsin, defeated Monmouth last night by the score of 11 to 3 in a game that will go down in athletic history—a game in which 11 points were scored by the visitors. The game was composed of small, fast teams, and the result was an exciting, hard-fought contest.

Paul D. McConnel, of the Phi Kaps, rolled 200 in the new pattern of the bowling alley. The Phi Kaps and Delta Iotas, the teams with the highest averages, will come together in a head-to-head match this week. The Phi Kaps are leading the Delta Iotas in the annual competition.

The game started out in a lively manner, with both teams eager to win. The Monmouth team, despite its smaller size, put up a spirited fight. The game was marked by quick, crisp plays, and each team scored points in succession. The final score of 11 to 3 was the result of a well-fought game.

Lawrence won the game, but both teams deserve congratulations on a fine performance. The game was a good example of the type of play that makes for exciting and competitive matches in the future.

Debate Team Returns From Illinois Trip

Arthur Sabinson, Panama American, presented a brief on the Wisconsin Farm Problem February 25.

As a concluding note to the Community Art Series, Arthur Sabonis, Panama American, presented a brief on the Wisconsin Farm Problem February 25.

Two Home Debates On Forensic Schedule

Two home debates are included in the=current schedule for this year, according to a statement by President M. O. Kinsman, Feb. 21. The first of these will take place on March 7th, when the debate team, composed of饯, Cornell, of M. O. Kinsman, Febru
r. Washington, will debate, later. Lawrence defeated both of these colleges last year, on the Western tour. Cornell was the only college with which Lawrence debated normally.

Both of the home debates will be held in the M. O. Kinsman auditorium, with which Lawrence debated semi

State oratory

Contest Won By Verhage

Lawrence won the State oratory contest last year, according to a statement by President M. O. Kinsman. The debate was won by the Lawrence team, composed of饯, M. O. Kinsman, Febru

President To Speak On Spelling Trip

President Henry M. W. Verhage will speak at an Appleton spelling and conversation trip. He will visit the city of Appleton on Monday, March 7th, and speak on several topics of interest to the students. The trip is sponsored by the Lawrence College spelling and conversation team.

The trip will take the Lawrence debate team back to Appleton, where they will debate the leaning curve. The debate will be held on the campus of Lawrence College, and is open to the public.

Presidential trip

Next Month

The trip will take the Lawrence debate team back to Appleton, where they will debate the leaning curve. The debate will be held on the campus of Lawrence College, and is open to the public.

To Speak At Y. W.

Dr. T. Ewing Holland, '29, of Horton-}
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Contributor's Column

If the person who has had the ill

ness can be helped by taking the

“Lawrentian”—will be as near as

it can be. The paper will be sent

out as a sample to all who order it.

B. S.

Response From The Springs

The “Spring Break” is much appreciated

by the students who have returned from

a trip to the north. The weather has been

very pleasant, and the students are glad to

be back in their homes.

B. S.

A Summer Novel

That the people of Lawrence

College appreciate good music

is clearly shown by the fact that

they have been attending concerts

and lectures throughout the year.

Miss E. M. H. M. of the Artillery Band

concert in honor of President B. M. Kruse at the

chapel.

Lawrence students and faculty

are continually talking about the

lack of cooperation on the part of

the townspeople, but last Thursday

the tables could have been turned.

For the first time in many years

we have a school that is willing to

cooperate with the grumpiness of

college people.

Students, what are you coming to

college for? If it is to get a well

rounded education, then you may

give a wonderful opportunity to

appraise yourself of this own

Beauty. We believe this group is in the

minority. If you are not so sure,

then you have to decide which

students to classify as “lumberjacks”;

or “jays” on account of the

majority of students may be

wrong.

Of course, we all know about

the students who are prone to err

in this matter. No one

wants to be associated with

such students, and when that sort of thing

happens, a conversation carried on in an

unfriendly manner is sure to result.

We believe that the people of Lawrence

College have been extending themselves

in a most clever and original way.
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The Swan is the result of years of experi-

ence in pen manufacturing which

there are the students

who have spent years in perfections

of work in three hours—not to talk

about the efficiency of the eleven

Freshmen in scientific research.

The Liberal and a few professors

are working on a new and

interesting field of work, and

we believe that it will be a

success.

Let’s quit. Until someone starts

telling funny stories, or until the next

issue of College Humor comes out,

this column is certain to be

LUDER WARM.

Shirt Stock Low?

Better get a new supply at

our extraordinary sale!

W. M. C.

HAIR

Practical’s on men.

Bakery

E. W. Shannan

Student Supply Store

Service—Satisfaction

Full line of Stationery Goods

Complete Supply of Students’ Rings Book
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High Hopes For Second Victory Over Hilltoppers

On Saturday, February 20, the University of Minnesota Students' Literary Society will engage in the fourth Marathon-Laurence game of the last two years. The Laurencian made the trip to Minneapolis with an extension string of victories over the Minnesotans.

To say that the Hilltoppers are in the mood for a heartache is putting it mildly. Those who remember the supreme struggle led by the Laurencian in the second game of the series last season with the Minnesotans have an added incentive to try victory. Nothing would be more pleasing to the ears of some 4000 Hilltop students than to acclaim a victory over the Laurencian.

Nothing would be more pleasing to the ears of some 4000 Hilltop students than to acclaim a victory over the Laurencian.

To say that the Hilltoppers are in the mood for a heartache is putting it mildly. Those who remember the supreme struggle led by the Laurencian in the second game of the series last season with the Minnesotans have an added incentive to try victory. Nothing would be more pleasing to the ears of some 4000 Hilltop students than to acclaim a victory over the Laurencian.

Over Hilltoppers

From the Madison Journal.

Mr. H. L. Johnson, Proponent.

On Saturday, February 20, the University Five will return to Madison with a string of victories under its belt and a grin on its face. Where the Laurencian lineup is no match for the Laurencian, only the prestige of previous wins to help them. Whether or not the intricate combinations of the Laurencian with the Laurencian can make a difference will not be known until the Laurencian has finished its preparation for a victory.

The Laurencian will return with an unbroken string of victories under its belt and a grin on its face. Where the Laurencian lineup is no match for the Laurencian, only the prestige of previous wins to help them. Whether or not the intricate combinations of the Laurencian with the Laurencian can make a difference will not be known until the Laurencian has finished its preparation for a victory.
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Leaders in Greek League Will Clash

There will be an exciting time in the Greek League on Tuesday afternoon when the Phi Kaps and the Sig Rho, leaders in the interfraternity basketball league, lock horns to determine who shall remain in the second seat of long champion. The Phi Kaps have gone through the season without a defeat, while the Sig Rho have turned only one defeat at the hands of the Phi Kaps. The Phi Kaps are in the third tie of II. Things early on are to be interesting when two teams with such records meet.

In the other games of the afternoon, the Phi Tau team will play the Phi Chi, the Delta Psi, the TKE Fraternity, and the Phi Chi will play the Sig Rho. The team that wins will be the third place winner by its place in the tournament.

Brokaw Boys Defeat Town Team Tuesday

The South Section maintained its supremacy over the other Sections when it defeated the Town Team by a decisive score of 26 to 11. The South Section boys lettered their program as Town Team and entered the first game of the tournament.

In the recent game against the St. Paul team, the South Section boys came to town with a team of 26 leading men, and the home team was able to defeat them by 16 points. The game was a thrilling one, with the St. Paul team making a great fight in the second half and the Town Team maintaining its lead throughout.

Tomorrow afternoon, if the weather permits, Laurencian will have the privilege of meeting the University Five in a game of basketball. It is expected that this game will be a closely contested match, and the Laurencian is looking forward to a spirited struggle.
SOCIETY

Mid-Week Society

Lamb

The Friday night gathering at the home of Miss Lamb, February 15, was the occasion of a recitation of modern poems by Mrs. Rossiter. The program was followed by an informal supper. Miss Lamb's house is a favorite meeting place for the literary and artistic contemporaries of Appleton. The happenings at the house are always a matter of interest to the students of the city. The house is furnished in a simple and tasteful manner, and the atmosphere is always pleasant and relaxed.

New Musical Society

The new musical society of Appleton held its first meeting on Tuesday evening, February 15, at the home of Miss Lamb. The program consisted of several musical numbers, which were well received by the audience.

On The Screen

Les Misérables

A new musical film, "Les Misérables," was shown in the Palace Theatre, February 15. The film was directed by Victor Hugo and starred by the well-known French actors. The music was composed by the famous composer, Hector Berlioz. The film was well received by the audience, and the evening was a great success.

New Undershirts

The new undershirts, which are being shown in our Underwear Department, are a great improvement over the old ones. They are made of a soft, comfortable material, and are designed to be worn next to the skin. They are also very durable, and will last for a long time.

New Sport Ties

New sport ties are being manufactured by the leading manufacturers of Appleton. They are made of a fine wool material, and are designed to be worn with any type of sport coat. They are also very durable, and will last for a long time.

The NEAREST DEPARTMENT STORE TO THE CAMPUS

The FAIR

DRY GOODS COMPANY

Established 1899
203 W. College Ave. Appleton, Wisconsin

SPRINGTIME PUMPS
For the College Miss

Cloud Gray with Gray Trimming, one of 14 new styles at pair $4.98.

New Oxford for the young man who demands lot of smartness in his footwear.

GIBSON'S
FORD RENTAL CO., INC.

211-213 W. College Ave. Appleton - Oshkosh - Fond du Lac

RENT A CAR

"DRIVE IT YOURSELF"

A New FORD COUPE
18 c. a Mile

A New FORD SEDAN
12 c. a Mile

A New FORD TOURING
12 c. a Mile

ALSO NEW WILLY'S KNIGHT SEDAN

The car you rent are new and always clean. They sitting because they are below the equipped. They to drive because each one is lubricated after each trip. Attendees is spelled out.

Bill's Place

322 E. College Ave.